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NEW
TOOLING!

N SCALE 
WEYMANN 
FANFARE

UK & EIRE 2 Guineas (2.10) USA $5.00Issue 215  

NEWAustin Ruby Saloon -
Maroon
                         SCALE      PRICE
43RUB001 1:43  £17.95

Austin Ruby Saloon - Maroon
The original Austin 7, first introduced in 1922 was classed

as an economy car produced in Great Britain by Austin.

Because of its diminutive size, it was nicknamed the Baby

Austin and went on in production right up until 1939,

with various specification upgrades and modifications

along the way.  The Austin 7 Ruby was introduced in 1936

when its restyling included a longer bonnet, cowled

radiator, slightly downswept tail and the spare wheel

enclosed by a metal cover, which also concealed a folding

luggage rack.

All these refinements have been incorporated into our

brand new 1:43 scale model, which are instantly

recognisable if you compare it with our standard Austin 7

already in the range.  Here you see the Ruby registered

EAE 540 decorated in a rich maroon with black masking

to roof and mudguards.  The interior ‘leather’ seats are

finished in tan, as are the dashboard and interior door

panels.  The curved radiator is plated in silver on black

and a fine detail includes the tan suitcase perched on the

rear luggage rack behind the spare wheel.  Our two-door

model is rounded off with spoked wheels and lots of

silver trim, including door handles, semaphore indicators

and bumpers. 

It will look great in your mid-wars line-up of great British

motors, bearing in mind nearly 300,000 Austin 7s were

built before they ceased production in 1939.

NEW
Tooling!
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NEW
Tooling!

NEWWeymann Fanfare (AEC) -
South Wales Transport
                               SCALE       PRICE
NWFA001    1:148  £7.45

NEWCitroen 2CV Dolly -
Plum/Custard
                               SCALE       PRICE
NCT005       1:148  £4.35

Citroen 2CV Dolly - Plum/Custard
Very much a girl about town car of the 1980s, our Citroen

Dolly has already featured in 1:76 scale, and is registered

E921 ELW from 1987-88.  Decorated in one of the most

popular colour schemes of the time - cream and

maroon, the addition of the slightly lighter

maroon toned roll-back canvas sun roof was

a must!  The interior features light grey

seating and a black steering wheel while

the exterior trim includes black

coachlines to the sides and a grey/black

surround to the radiator grille and

bumpers.  The 2CV6 Special and Dolly

specifications are also faithfully reproduced 

on this little cult car from an enlightened era.

Weymann Fanfare (AEC) - South Wales Transport
Our newly tooled Weymann Fanfare is already part of the

1:76 scale coach series and we are delighted to introduce

the model into our 1:148 range too.  For its first release,

we’ve chosen the same livery as its larger counterpart

that of South Wales Transport, registered NCY 626. 

Here at Oxford we have tooled up two bodies for this

coach, the first being AEC, as modelled here but you can

look forward to the Leyland alternative later on.

Our coach is decorated in the authentic pale buttermilk

and deep red bodywork with black chassis and bright blue

seating.  The Metro Cammell Weymann logo is printed on

the rear of the coach while the AEC badge and

destination ROME are printed on the front below the

panoramic windscreen.  True to the original in every

minute detail!
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NEWScania Highline Walking Floor -
Eddie Stobart (Biomass)
                                       SCALE        PRICE
NSHL02WF       1:148  £13.95

Commer PB - London Fire Brigade
Emergency vehicle enthusiasts will recall this livery on

the 1:76 scale Commer PB van and here it is in exactly

the same format, registered EGH 99J from 1970-71 to

add to your N scale fleet. Decorated in the statutory

bright red, the colourful London Fire Brigade lettering

and crest have been applied to the sides of the van

which also features lots of silver and black trim all

ready to join your

Emergency Fire

support line-up.

Scania Highline Walking Floor - 
Eddie Stobart (Biomass)
The second release of the Scania Highline Walking Floor

vehicle reproduced here in Stobart Biomass livery has

also appeared in the 1:76 scale truck series.  Its clean and

bright scheme continues to incorporate the traditional

Stobart colours but with a very modern decorational

twist, echoing the group’s environmentally responsible

ethics on renewable energy.  Registered PY63 HWV, 

the fresh green, orange and yellow graphics flow round

the front and sides of the cab as well as covering the rear

doors of the trailer.  It’s another great addition to the

diminutive 1:148 fleet.

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

NEWCommer PB - London
Fire Brigade
                               SCALE       PRICE
NPB005      1:148  £4.95

Land Rover Defender 
110 Hard Top - British Army
                               SCALE       PRICE
NDEF003      1:148  £4.35

Land Rover Defender LWB
Hard Top - British Rail
                               SCALE       PRICE
NDEF007      1:148  £4.35

Land Rover Defender LWB
Hard Top - Network Rail
                               SCALE       PRICE
NDEF008      1:148  £4.35
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1961 Chevrolet Impala Convertible - 
Tuxedo Black/Red
Our newly tooled model represents the third

generation of the Chevrolet Impala.  Decorated in

a striking black with contrasting red and silver

masking, the interior is also moulded bright red,

including the dashboard.  The realistic whitewall

tyres feature a red rim too.  The famous Impala with its

springing leap is included alongside the other Impala insignia on

our model, which is registered 6 J 3876 in Georgia in 1961.

1961 Cadillac Sedan DeVille - 
Topaz Metallic

Newly tooled, the first release is a

replica of the 1961 Cadillac four-door

full size luxury saloon.  Our Sedan

DeVille makes its first appearance in an

attractive metallic rose topaz colour scheme

with black interior. Registered 4756 ED from

NY Empire State in 1961, the model sports

whitewall tyres with a tiny little detail seeing

the DeVille ‘signature’ on both front wings.  

It is a really pretty little car!

1950 Oldsmobile Rocket 88 Coupé - 
Chariot Red/Canto Cream
We go back a decade in our 1:87 scale American series

for the launch of another newly tooled vehicle, 

the Oldsmobile Rocket 88 Coupé from 1950. 

Our first Rocket 88 release appears as the 1950

Coupé in a rich cherry red and cream with dark

red interior and whitewall tyres. Exterior trim

includes the 1950 Rocket 88 emblem which Oldsmobile

would adopt as its logo, and the 88 name would remain

in the Olds line-up until the late 1990s.  Our model is

registered 024-372 from North Carolina in 1950. 

NEW
Tooling!

NEW
Tooling!

NEW
Tooling!

NEW1950 Oldsmobile Rocket 88
Coupé- Chariot Red/Canto Cream
                                         SCALE      PRICE
87OR50001          1:87  £5.95

NEW1959 Pontiac Bonneville Coupé -
Canyon Copper Metallic
                                            SCALE       PRICE
87PB59001          1:87   £5.95

NEW1961 Chevrolet Impala
Convertible - Tuxedo Black/Red
                                         SCALE      PRICE
87CI61001           1:87  £5.95

NEW1961 Cadillac Sedan DeVille -
Topaz Metallic
                                         SCALE      PRICE
87CSD61001       1:87  £5.95

NEW
Tooling!

1959 Pontiac Bonneville Coupé - 
Canyon Copper Metallic
Decorated in a distinguished metallic

copper shade with a dark beige interior, 

our model hails from North Carolina 1959,

registration number DS 8764 with the added

slogan ‘Drive Safely’.  The Bonneville marque is

printed in silver within the extravagant tail fins on

both sides with the Pontiac signature above the

front wheels.  Note the whitewall tyres too, so

loved in that period.  Even in model form, it is

easy to see the immense scale length of this car!
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Aston Martin V12 Vantage S - Lightning Silver
Aston Martin enthusiasts may well have added our 1:43

scale version of this model to your collections

recently but we are pleased to add the exact

same livery for those of you who like

the 1:76 scale series.

With a wealth of black and silver

exterior masking, the registration

plate reads simply V12 VANTAGE S.

The detailed wheels are also

finished in silver.  The contrasting

interior features red seats and dashboard

top.  All other internal features are finished in satin

black.  Our version is right hand drive and the windscreen

wipers are also configured to operate accordingly. 

Aston Martin DB4GT Zagato - 2 VEV, Jim Clark,
Goodwood, 1961
The second release on our 1:76 scale Aston Martin

DB4 GT Zagato is also a crossover from

its 1:43 scale counterpart and is a

replica of 2 VEV as driven by Jim

Clark at the Goodwood Tourist

Trophy Race on 8th August 1961.

Racing as No. 3 for the Essex Racing

Team, he came fourth, covering 107

laps.  His other great British rival,

Stirling Moss won the race in a Ferrari.  

Our metallic green Aston Martin features the racing

number 3 on the doors, the centre of the bonnet and

also on the offside rear.  Scottish born in Fife and raised

in the Berwickshire Borders, the son of a sheep farmer,

Jim Clark’s amazing racing career was cut short when he

was tragically killed at the Hockenheimring during a

Formula 2 race held in pouring rain on 7th April 1968.

He came off the track in mysterious circumstances and

crashed into a tree.  He was only 32 years old. 

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

NEWAston Martin V12 Vantage S -
Lightning Silver
                                      SCALE       PRICE
76AMVT002       1:76   £5.75

NEWAston Martin DB4GT Zagato - 
2 VEV, Jim Clark, Goodwood, 1961
                                            SCALE      PRICE
76AMZ002             1:76   £5.75

MGB - Tartan Red
                           SCALE      PRICE
76MGB001 1:76  £5.25

Minor MM Saloon - Romain Green
                                 SCALE     PRICE
76MMS001    1:76  £4.75
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Bedford QLT - 1st Polish Armoured
Division, Netherlands 1944
Here we see the QLT as used by

the Polish 1st Armoured

Division, set up by General

Maczek from their exiled

HQ in the Scottish Border.

At its peak the Division,

nicknamed the Black

Devils, numbered

approximately 16,000

soldiers.  The division

served in the final phases

of the Battle of Normandy 

in August 1944.  Then, after

the Allied armies broke out from

Normandy, the Polish 1st Armoured

Division pursued the Germans along the

coast of France, Belgium and then the Netherlands.  

Our 1:76 scale replica comes decorated in the muddy

brown two-tone camouflage scheme with white markings

which would have blended in perfectly with the Northern 

European terrain in the winter of 1944.  A special detail

to note is the Polish Armoured Division’s crest printed on

the lower front and rear side depicting a helmet and

wings, inspired by Polish Hussars.  History in the making!

Humber Snipe Tourer - Victory Car, 
General Montgomery
General Montgomery, Commander of the British and

Allied Forces in North Africa during the Desert war

of WWII, had two specially built Humber Super

Snipe four door open tourers made with

larger front wings or guards, mine-proof

floors, special fittings and long range fuel

tanks.  Montgomery's Humbers were

known as 'Old Faithful' and the 'Victory Car'.

We launched our newly tooled 1:76 scale Humber

Snipe Tourer with ‘Old Faithful’ in desert camouflage and

for the second release, we are pleased to partner it with

Monty’s ‘Victory Car’.  Decorated in a simple dark green

with dark grey seats, interior and folded canvas hood, the

car sports its military insignia and numbering.

The victory car drove Montgomery and Churchill through

the streets of London during the VE parades at the end of

WWII and is on view at the Coventry Transport Museum.

NEWHumber Snipe Tourer - Victory
Car, General Montgomery
                                     SCALE       PRICE
76HST002         1:76   £6.45

NEWBedford QLT - 1st Polish Armoured
Division Netherlands 1944
                                               SCALE      PRICE
76QLT003                1:76  £13.95

Bedford TK Horsebox -
Green/Brown 
                           SCALE     PRICE
76TK006    1:76 £9.95

Ford Anglia - 
Morocco Beige
                           SCALE     PRICE
76105005  1:76 £4.75

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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Land Rover Series II, SWB, Hard top - Post Office Telephones
We present another highly popular livery on our 1:76 scale model of

the Land Rover Series II short wheelbase, which appears in the familiar

bronze green scheme of Post Office Telephones.  The green is carried

through to the interior, which also features black seats and black

steering wheel, while the outside is packed with silver trim 

including the waistband, window surrounds and bumpers.  

Registered SYF 50F, it

features white lettering

on the doors telling us 

it operates in Sheffield. 

Land Rover Discovery -
Highways Agency 
                                      SCALE       PRICE
76LRD004         1:76   £5.45

Land Rover 88" Fire Tender -
British Rail
                                      SCALE       PRICE
76LAN188015   1:76   £5.45

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN
MODEL

AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

NEWLand Rover SII, SWB, Hard
top - Post Office Telephones
                                 SCALE      PRICE
76LR2S003    1:76  £5.75

Land Rover Series II, SWB, Canvas Back - British Rail
You’ve seen this one in 1:43 scale already but here it is,

resplendent in the popular British Rail crimson and cream

with pale olive canvas back.  It is all ready to add to an 00

gauge railway layout of the period.

Registered 903 HRO, the model represents the Land

Rover launched by the company in 1958, to be

superseded by the Series IIA in 1961.  It was the first

vehicle to use the well-known 2.25

litre petrol engine, which produced

72 hp and was closely related to the

2.0 hp diesel unit still in use today!

Land Rover 80" Flat Back
                                      SCALE       PRICE
76LAN180005   1:76   £5.45

Land Rover 88" - Bronze Green
                                      SCALE       PRICE
76LAN188003   1:76   £5.45

NEWLand Rover Series II SWB
Canvas - British Rail
                              SCALE      PRICE
76LR2S002   1:76   £5.75

Land Rover 109" Canvas - RUC 
                                      SCALE       PRICE
76LAN1109006  1:76   £4.95
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NEWScania T Cab 3 Axle Nooteboom
Semi Low Loader - Sandy Kydd
                                        SCALE       PRICE
76TCAB008         1:76  £23.95

NEWVolvo FH3 3 Axle Nooteboom
Semi Low Loader - Stobart
                                        SCALE       PRICE
76VOL01ST          1:76  £23.95

Scania T Cab Topline Curtainside - 
J H Yates and Sons Ltd
                                        SCALE       PRICE
76TCAB003         1:76  £22.95

Volvo FH3 
3 Axle Nooteboom

Semi Low Loader - Stobart
New tooling brings a superb Volvo FH3 cab and new 3-

axle trailer to the 1:76 scale series and we’ve chosen the

popular modern Stobart livery to launch it.  Retaining the

company’s signature green, red and white colour scheme,

the bright contemporary graphics still retain the girls’

names - this time Katie Jeorgina on the front grille and

also reproduced below the driver’s door.  Registered S500

ESL, the trailer is presented in dark green with brown

flatbed planking and carries the Stobart name along the

edge of the trailer sides. It’s a great little model to launch

the latest addition to Oxford’s haulage series.

Scania T Cab 3
Axle Nooteboom Semi

Low Loader Trailer - Sandy Kydd
The Dutch Nooteboom BV Company is a leading

manufacturer and supplier of innovative trailers especially

designed to be used for abnormal loads.  Here we see

their 3-axle semi low loader as used by the well-known

Scottish haulier Sandy Kydd.  Drawing the low loader is 

a highly decorative Scania T-Cab in bright red with

colourful graphics to the sides and even the roof.

Registered simply 4 KYD, the cab features a black interior.  

The trailer is also red with black mudguards and a brown

finish to the ‘deck’.  A final detail sees an orange lightbar

fitted to the edge of the cab roof. 

Scania Highline Nooteboom 3 Axle
Semi Low Loader - Stobart Rail
                                        SCALE       PRICE
76SHL01ST          1:76  £25.45
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NEWHeinkel Kabine - 
Spartan Red
                        SCALE       PRICE
18HE002  1:18  £28.95

Heinkel Trojan RHD - 
Roman Blue
                        SCALE       PRICE
18HE001  1:18  £28.95

Messerschmitt KR200 -
Polar White
                              SCALE      PRICE
18MBC005   1:18  £28.95

Heinkel Kabine - Spartan Red
When we launched the Heinkel Kabine recently with a

right hand drive feature, we announced a left hand drive

version would be coming along soon.  And here it is!  

For our second release of the 1:18th scale Heinkel from

the mid 1950s, we have modelled the German microcar in

bright red, registered 365 HRT.  It comes with a black

roof and lots of contrasting silver trim.  The interior

reveals dark grey and tartan seating, black floor and

cream gear knob and steering wheel.  

The original Heinkel Kabine which was designed by the

famous German aircraft manufacturers was made with a

steel unit body and the interior was accessed by an

opening front.  Unlike some of its competitors, it had a

four speed gear box plus a reverse gear.  Its top speed

was 56 mph which in those days was probably awe-

inspiring, especially if you opened up the sunroof!
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Airspeed Oxford V3388/
G-AHTW (Duxford)

For the third release on the 1:72

scale Airspeed Oxford, we’ve chosen a

replica of the aircraft, nicknamed the 

‘Ox Box’ which you can see above your

head when visiting Hangar 1 at the

Imperial War Museum, Duxford, where it

has been since 2014.  The plane was

originally developed by Airspeed Ltd to an Air

Ministry requirement for a training aircraft.  

It first took to the skies in 1937 and was used 

to train amongst others, the crews who were to become

the pilot aces of Bomber Command.

Decorated in a dark brown and green camouflage scheme

to the upper side, the underside is bright yellow featuring

the V3388 numbering in black along the lower wings and

fuselage.  The RAF roundel also appears on upper and

lower surfaces and the cockpit is green.

NEWAirspeed Oxford
V3388/G-AHTW (Duxford)
                              SCALE       PRICE
72AO003      1:72  £33.95

Avro Anson No. 6013
AA No. 1 SFTS RCAF

The Avro Anson was a British

twin-engined aircraft that served

with the RAF, Fleet Air Arm and

Commonwealth Air Forces before, during

and after WWII.  One of its key roles was

as a training aircraft.  We see it here as used

for that purpose by the No.1 Services Flying

Training School, Royal Canadian Air Force,

based at Camp Borden in Ontario, which

specialised in advanced pilot training.  The school

eventually evolved into 1 Canadian Forces Flying

Training School in 1965.

Decorated in bright yellow with green cockpit interior and

the Air Force roundels on the upper and lower wings and

along the fuselage, the AA6013 markings are printed in

black.  Behind the canopy styled cockpit window, notice the

lack of a machine gun in the gun turret.  Its inclusion in the

Oxford Aviation series will appeal to our overseas aircraft

collectors particularly.

NEWAvro Anson No. 6013 AA
No. 1 SFTS RCAF
                              SCALE       PRICE
72AA006      1:72  £33.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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Land Rover 5-piece Set
This great little 5-piece Land Rover set creates a great 

opportunity to scoop up these latest smaller scale releases 

in one go!  Here’s the line-up:

76LAN188003 Land Rover 88" Open Top - Bronze Green. Decorated in 

the traditional Land Rover green, our little 88" wheelbase model 

is registered UKE 80.  

76LAN188015 Land Rover 88" Fire Appliance - British Rail. Here we 

see the 88" wheelbase vehicle used as a fire appliance by 

British Rail, decorated in bright red with silver trim.  

76LAN1109002 Land Rover 109" Open Back - Blue. Only the second release

on the 109" wheelbase Land Rover, the bright blue colour scheme

looks great against the silver trim and the open back,.

76LAN1109006 Land Rover 109" Canvas Back - RUC. We cross to Northern

Ireland for this release on the 109" Land Rover with canvas back,

which is decorated in the Royal Ulster Constabulary livery. 

76LAN180005 Land Rover 80" Open Back - Bronze Green. The final addition

to our set appears with the 80" wheelbase spec and the windscreen

comes folded flat over the front of the bonnet.

NEW
SET!

Beadle Integral - 
Maidstone & District
For the second release 

of the Beadle Integral

single deck coach 

we’ve chosen another

popular livery -

Maidstone & District.  

The Beadle Integral

was an example 

of a rebodied vehicle

from J C Beadle of

Dartford, Kent, who

specialised in buying out-of-

service vehicles, updating and

incorporating new bodywork before selling them on to

coach operators.

Our pale cream and green coach is registered DKP 980

and carries the destination Continental EX.  Inside, the

passenger seating is in green.  The waistband is finished in

silver and green above the Maidstone & District logo

printed in gold on the sides.  The name is similarly printed

across the rear.  Green masking to the roof, wheels and

wheel arches complete the fresh look.

NEW5-Piece Land Rover Set 
                                      SCALE       PRICE
76SET17E          1:76  £26.45

NEWBeadle Integral - 
Maidstone & District
                              SCALE      PRICE
76BI002       1:76  £18.95
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The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

AR135 AEC Album Part one: to 1945: AEC began as the bus-building department 
of the London General Omnibus Company, producing famous designs including the B-type 
and K-type open-top double-decker buses.  AEC produced classic designs such as the Regent

double-decker, Regal single-decker and Renown three-axle buses, as well as the
revolutionary Q-type.  Alongside the buses AEC also produced market-leading lorry
chassis, including the three-axle or four-axle Mammoth Majors.
This publication tells the story of AEC  up to 1945.

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

AR135
NEW

NEW MODEL!

OR76WW010  
1:76 - £29.95

Southern Railway
Warwell - revised 

bed MS14176

OR76DG001XS  
1:76 - £209.95

2309 Dean Goods 
GWR Lined 
DCC Sound

OR76WW009  
1:76 - £39.95
Warwell with
Steam Road
Engine 83026

OR76TOA001  
1:76 - £14.95

GWR Toad Brake 
GWR 6 Wheel Planked

(early) Swindon

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

AR136 BMW Album: BMW’s involvement in car manufacture started in 1928 when it took over
Dixi, producing classic sporting cars in the 1930s.  A difficult period after the Second World War
meant that car making did not re-start until 1952, alongside renewed motorcycle production.
BMW built the Isetta bubble car under licence, then after near financial collapse in
1959, the firm went on to make better and larger cars, including the ‘02’ series in the
1970s.  BMW then created their numbered ranges, which would eventually run from
the 1-series to the 8-series.  By the 21st century BMW was a market leader in well-
engineered prestige cars.  

AR136
NEW
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